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                                    Companies across the globe are positively impacting business outcomes by combining edge computing—the processing, analyzing, and storing of data closer to where it’s generated—with Internet of Things (IoT) devices, artificial intelligence (AI), machine vision, and 5G edge connectivity to turn data into split-second insights. However, those just beginning their journey to the edge often face significant barriers to fully realizing its value.

At Intel, we’ve spent years helping to solve the complexities of IT and operational divides, fine-tuning and validating edge technology and software, and working with our partners to bring hundreds of deployment-ready packages to our customers. We use our deep expertise and years of experience to help our customers overcome barriers to getting their edge up and running smoothly.

Regardless of your industry or stage of deployment, we are here to help make your intelligent edge real, so you can begin creating real value, today.
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Implement Industry 4.0 at your facility with edge technologies. Use IoT edge devices to capture, process, and store data collected at the production line. Apply AI machine learning to make data-driven decisions for adapting and optimizing the manufacturing process in near-real time.
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Help enhance public safety, increase sustainability, and improve city services with edge computing solutions that pair embedded edge technologies with vision solutions, open data platforms, and AI to build more resilient cities that benefit all citizens.
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                                    No matter where you are in your journey to the edge, we’re here to help you get there. We provide a comprehensive and complete portfolio of edge-ready technologies, tools, complete solutions, support, and expertise to make the resilient intelligent edge your new reality.
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Our programmable solutions offer exceptional value in high-throughput, low-latency applications and enable innovative designs for dynamic environments in various industries.
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Move data faster and meet the demands on your network with our full portfolio of interoperable, scalable Ethernet components and solutions equipped to deliver speeds from 1 to 100 GbE and optimize performance.
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Maximize impact and accelerate your media, AI, and high performance computing (HPC) workloads with our full suite of Intel® Data Center GPUs.
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Accelerate the delivery of differentiated edge services and provide the flexibility to adapt to changing customer demands with responsive Intel® Ethernet Network Adapters and edge-native Intel® Silicon Photonics.
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                                From low-code AI platforms to cloud-native edge networking reference designs, Intel offers a complete suite of open standards‒based software to build, deploy, manage, and secure edge infrastructure and applications.
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Accelerate deep learning inference and deployment across a wide range of Intel® platforms, with scripts and a workbench profiler to visualize model performance metrics.
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SASE distributes security services around the world through local facilities, using multiple security services and a wide variety of software. Intel is the top silicon contributor to advancing open SASE software standards, and our technology and ecosystem combine to deliver complete SASE solutions.
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